Hygiene Management in a Karashi-Mentaiko Factory
–– From Setting a Benchmark to Operation of the ATP Swab Test ––
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This article is a summary of the lecture by Ms. Akiko Watabe,
Manufacturing Department, Fukuya Co., Ltd. at the 96th “Lumitester Seminar” at Tsukushi Kaikan in Tenjin, Fukuoka on
October 29, which was sponsored by Kikkoman Biochemifa
Company. (Lumitester is the name of an ATP measuring device
manufactured and sold by Kikkoman Biochemifa Company.)
Fukuya (2-6-10 Nakasu, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka-shi, Mr. Takehiro
Kawahara, President, http://www.fukuya.com/) manufactures
and sells karashi-mentaiko and other food items as their core
business and is known as the company that manufactured and
sold karashi-mentaiko for the first time in Japan. The company

Tararan-ya brand is for “Modern Mentaiko” that matches various
kinds of food culture all over the world.

founder, Mr. Toshio Kawahara, developed “karashi-mentaiko” by
immersing cod roe in a spicy hot seasoning solution, instead of
by the conventional method of sprinkling red pepper powder
over cod roe. It was first sold under the name “Aji no Mentaiko”
on January 10, 1949. (written by Editorial Department)

Fish Alaskan pollack (December-March)
Remove the roe on the fishing vessel
and freeze immediately and quickly

Thaw the required quantity, process
into salted cod roe, and store frozen

Manufacturing of mentaiko and key points
in hygiene control of the process
The manufacturing process for mentaiko is shown in Figure 1.
Mentaiko is made from Alaskan pollack roe. The roe is removed

Perform bacteriological testing
in-house before purchasing
Purchase materials passing the test
Thaw required quantity, process into karashimentaiko, freeze, and store in freezer

Customer

from Alaskan pollack that are caught between December and
March on a fishing vessel (for ensuring freshness) and then quickly frozen. The required quantity of roe is thawed, processed into

Figure 1: Karashi-mentaiko manufacturing process. Fukuya manufactures about 1,600 tons of karashi-mentaiko per year (an average of
about 5 tons per day).

salted cod roe, and then placed in frozen storage. The manufacturing procurement and processing steps up to this point are outsourced. We purchase the frozen salted cod roe, immerse it into
a seasoning solution containing red pepper powder, umami seasoning, and other ingredients, and leave it for a few days.
This is a simple process, and thus “the quality of the ingredients”
greatly affects the quality of the final product. It is very important
to purchase ingredients compatible with our company’s stand1

ard. We obtain testing samples for each lot from our supplier, and
then we perform bacteriological testing on the sample in-house.
The tested bacteria include common viable bacteria: Escherichia
coli (negative), Staphylococcus aureus (negative), and Vibrio parahaemolyticus (negative). In parallel with the bacteriological testing, a sensory test is also performed.
Additionally, as can be seen in Figure 1, our process has no
sterilization step. Therefore, it is also important to ensure hygiene
control in both temperature control and the working environment. For hygiene control in the working environment, we utilize
the ATP swab test (hereafter referred to as the ATP test; additional
details are described below).
As for the temperature control, the preparation process in-

Photograph 1: “Lumitester PD-30”, a measurement device for the ATP
Swab Test and “LuciPac Pen”, a dedicated reagent (Kikkoman Biochemifa Company)

cludes many handling steps, and thus requires working at room
temperature. Hence, a time limit is defined from the beginning
(i.e., from taking materials from a refrigerator) to the end of the
processing, and is managed by a timer. In addition, the temperature in the refrigerators is automatically recorded, so that upon
continuous detection of an abnormal temperature, a manager can

A, and in winter, a norovirus test is also performed. If a worker has

address the situation immediately.

a problem detected by the gut bacteria testing, he/she cannot
come to work until no pathogen is detected upon retesting.

Hygiene control in our factory
(2) Swab test
With regard to hygiene control in our company’s factory, we will

Previously, our company performed bacteriological screening

now introduce main three items: (1) monitoring the health status

with a culture test. However, such bacteriological screening re-

of the workers, (2) swab test, and (3) sampling in the work envi-

quires several days for culturing, and thus we do not know for sev-

ronment.

eral days if our workers or their utensils need additional cleaning.
For example, because we do not know immediately the common

(1) Monitoring the health status of the workers
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viable bacteria count, it is several days before we know that he/she

The health of the workers is of prime importance for hygiene

had contamination on his/her fingers or that a ladle that he/she

control. Before entering the factory, the workers monitor them-

had used was contaminated. Thus, we cannot take any effective

selves for symptoms associated with either food poisoning or oth-

action at the time when it is needed. The need for finding a better

er medical problems. In addition, a toilet facility for factory workers

and more rapid method for checking bacteria led us to the ATP

only is separated from a toilet facility for non-factory workers, be-

test (Photograph 1).

cause our company has found that contamination often originates

Performing work in a hygienic manner is key for a factory that

in a toilet facility. The workers also monitor themselves for injuries

manufactures products without any heating step like ours. Thus,

to the hands and the possibility of infections.

checking on the spot for bacteria before proceeding to the next

If a factory worker has a problem that is detected by a health

step improves the quality and safety of the products. The ATP test

check when arriving at work (something unusual is observed), he/

(cleanliness) is quantitative with data within around ten seconds

she cannot engage in regular work. In most cases, he/she will be

after swabbing a test site. This allows for a quick response to con-

directed to leave work, but depending on the situation, he/she

tamination. For example, it can determine whether a procedure is

may engage in work other than with direct handling of products

successfully performed in a hygienic manner, or whether rewash-

(e.g., handling wrapped products).

ing is required due to a possibility of remaining contamination.

Gut bacteria testing is performed four times a year for entero-

Therefore, our company switched to the ATP test in 2004. Test-

hemorrhagic Escherichia coli O157, Salmonella, Salmonella enterica

ing locations are shown in Table 1. On-site manufacturing staff

serovar Typhi, Shigella, and Salmonella enterica serovar Paratyphi

carry out ATP test before use of equipment. Forty-five sites are re-

Performer

Object

Frequency

The number of testing
locations

Benchmark values

Employee for
manufacturing

Equipment
before use

Daily

Defined 45
points

100-2,000RLU

Employee for
quality management

Whole manufacturing site
(clean rooms)

Weekly

Six random
locations

500 RLU or lower: pass
501-1,000 RLU: caution needed
1,001 RLU or higher: fail

Table 1: Location and frequency of ATP test

Performer

Location

Frequency

The number of testing locations

Whole manufacturing area
(clean rooms)
Employee for quality
management

Whole manufacturing area
(excluding clean rooms)

20 points
Twice a month

Whole building
(excluding clean rooms)

16 points
5 points

Table 2: Location and frequency of testing

quired to be tested, and some of the particularly important sites

the ambient environment. Alternatively, since other factors, includ-

are containers, cans, and ladles for preparing the seasoning solu-

ing the air conditioning system may be responsible for contami-

tion and a filling machine. The benchmark values are set at 100-

nation, we also check whether the air conditioning system is clean

2,000 RLU*, and depend on each tested object.

and working correctly.

Quality control staff also inspect the whole manufacturing area
once a week and selects six key sites for the ATP test. In such case,
a 500 RLU or lower is defined as “pass”, 501-1,000 RLU as “caution

On-site methods for setting a Bennchmark value of

needed”, and 1,001 RLU or higher as “fail”.

the ATP test in a manufacturing area

Additionally, in setting the benchmark values for the defined
sites, we obtain supportive data that there is no bacteriological

We have presented in section (2) above, the background of the

problem within the benchmark value range. The setting and ap-

ATP test used in our company and now will describe below how

plication of the benchmark value is described in the next section.

the benchmark values are defined and the actual uses of the test.

*RLU=Relative Light Unit (unit specific for ATP testing)

(1) Defining benchmark values
(3) Setting plate sampling

In defining the benchmark values for the ATP test, we were

For sampling in the work environment, the testing areas and

concerned at first whether the results of the ATP test (RLU value)

frequency of testing are shown in Table 2. We count bacteria

correlate with the results of the bacteriological testing (bacterial

(standard agar medium) and fungus (potato-dextrose medium)

counts). Our concern was if a testing score that had been frequent-

from samples on the floor. The quality control staff examine twen-

ly judged as “pass” then came to be frequently judged as “fail” af-

ty sites in the whole manufacturing area (clean rooms), sixteen

ter switching from bacteriological testing to the ATP test, on-site

sites in the whole manufacturing area (excluding the clean rooms),

staff may be confused. The staff also may have not accept the use

and five sites in the whole building (excluding the clean rooms)

of the ATP test without any evidence to support its accuracy. To

on a twice-monthly basis. The benchmark values are set by values

avoid such a situation, we obtained proper supportive data before

obtain from, for example, “the Code of Hygienic Practice for Boxed

introducing the ATP test. We intended to create a solid rationale

Lunches and Ready-made Dishes”.

for the use of the ATP test based on on-site data, rather than on

The sampling in the work environment rarely results in finding

results of a model experiment. However, we found that it was diffi-

significant contamination. However, if contamination is found, we

cult to find a correlation between the ATP test and bacteriological

check whether any contamination occurred during testing, and

testing on-site.

whether any fungus or other microorganisms are proliferating in

Alternatively, we set benchmark values on the basis of the RLU
3

values collected on-site. We at first used the ATP test on-site on a
“trial basis”. At the testing, the benchmark values were defined as
follows: 500 RLU or lower as “pass”, 501-1,000 RLU as “caution needed”, and 1,001 RLU or higher as “fail”. In this way, the testing results of
several hundreds of samples were obtained during the trial period
of about six months. Then, the benchmark values were redefined as
the level in 80% of each inspection point and were judged as “pass”.
For reference, many samples exhibited 200-500 RLU.
(2) Deciding on testing locations

Photograph 2: Usage examples of “LuciSwab”, the long axis cotton swab, optional swab for LuciPac series (provided by Kikkoman Biochemifa Company from
product introduction photos)

A factory frequently introduces new equipment, and thus in selecting the ATP swab test locations, it may be preferable to select
the most difficult points to be washed. For example, in the case
of an assembled apparatus, dirt tends to remain in areas around

benchmark values or to lower the testing frequency. If continuous

a screw part. In evaluating testing locations, it may be preferable

data for more than a year confirm that there is definitely no prob-

to obtain from the operating staff some information on where

lem, the corresponding location may be excluded from future

dirt tends to remain or where is difficult to clean. With complex

testing.

machines, comments from specialists, such as engineering staff,
should be obtained.

(4) On-site operation of the ATP test

After the candidate locations for swab tests are listed, several

Our quality control division recognized the effectiveness of

locations are tested to determine the optimal locations. However,

the ATP test, but the important thing is that the on-site staff are

it is not recommended that these locations be selected at the dis-

also convinced of the value of the ATP test. Therefore, we first

cretion of the quality control staff. Comments from the on-site staff

explained what the displayed numerical value means. However,

should be obtained because they actually either wash or carry out

even after careful explanation, they had difficulty in understand-

the swab tests. This creates an inclusive atmosphere, and enhanc-

ing what adenosine-3’-phosphate is or how ATP acts in all organ-

es awareness of the staff for maintaining a hygienic environment.

isms, Thus, we did not initially provide any complicated expla-

Recently, “LuciSwab” (Photograph 2) has been available from

nation and mainly explained that the numerical value indicates

Kikkoman Biochemifa Company This is one of the products that

the level of cleanliness (contamination) of the on-site equipment.

our company has been eagerly awaiting. For washing certain

Since then, on-site staff have used the ATP test and immediately

equipment that has a long thin nozzle, we needed a device for

know the level of cleanliness in contrast to that where previously

checking the cleanliness. Currently, we test the nozzle using rinsed

the quality control division had the results presented to them

water. Thus, we expect “LuciSwab” will allow us to use the ATP test

two days afterswabbing.

as we do with our other equipment.

The on-site staff seemed to be interested in obtaining results
immediately, and that they can, upon seeing results, respond as

(3) Readjustment of testing locations and benchmark values
For improving the level of hygiene control, benchmark values

needed quickly. Moreover, committing on-site staff to the testing
may enhance hygiene awareness for the entire factory.

and testing locations need periodic adjustment. Therefore, we trial
tested the ATP test as described in section (1) for six months, and
then followed the same procedures for a year. On the basis of the

When using the ATP test, the following situation actually oc-

results, we verified whether those testing locations and bench-

curs: Equipment used for preparing the seasoning solution passes

mark values had been appropriate.

in the ATP test, but bacteriological testing of the seasoning solu-

For the readjustment, we initially count the number of samples
that differ from the benchmark values. If many samples are signif-
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(5) Concomitant use with bacteriological testing

tion results in detection of coliform bacteria. In this case, how did
the coliform bacteria contaminate the solution?

icantly different from the benchmark values, this may mean that

The ATP test has an advantage in providing immediate infor-

the benchmark value is too strict (fortunately, we did not often

mation on the cleanliness. On the other hand, bacteriological

have such a testing result). In contrast, if many samples are be-

testing is better for use in investigating a cause of the contami-

low the benchmark values, it may be possible to further lower the

nation such as the contamination route. Thus, we currently also

use culture testing for bacterial pathogens and common viable

Achieving safe products

bacteria count.
Incidentally, we have not used the ATP test for checking clean-

As mentioned at the beginning of this article, the manufactur-

liness of the fingers, because we need to test for the presence or

ing process of karashi-mentaiko has no sterilization step. To avoid

absence of Staphylococcus aureus for hygiene control of the fin-

problems with food poisoning or decay, we should pay special at-

gers and believe that such judgment cannot be obtained with-

tention to the following four points:

out culturing the bacteria. Meanwhile, we believe that an ATP test
of the fingers may be beneficial for the educational purpose of
checking whether hand washing is done properly.

1. Performing tests on pre-purchase materials (cod roe) in-house
so that we only purchase materials compatible with our company’s hygiene standard;

(6) Instruction and training for testing performers

2. After delivery of materials, the health of our employees and hy-

Although the ATP test is easy for someone to do, the testing
personnel in our company are properly instructed and trained on
how to test for cleanliness, including pressure level for swabbing,
swabbing locations, how to operate the measurement apparatus,
benchmark values, and the way to handle the results. Only competent people are allowed to carry out the testing.

giene of the manufacturing environment is maintained to prevent contamination inside a facility;
3. Ensuring low-temperature control for suppressing microbial development; and
4. Monitoring the temperature from shipment to receipt by the
customer.

In addition, in case a location “fails”, we can address the problem
in three ways: (1) rewash to check whether the washing method

Various problems can occur on a day-to-day basis at the vul-

or equipment itself has any problem; (2) investigate the cause us-

nerable sites of hygiene control, and these are, we think, “endless

ing concomitant bacteriological testing in case of continuous “fail”;

issues”. To further systemize control of the hygiene and ensure the

and (3) change the washing method or replace the equipment.

product safety described above, we obtained ISO22000 certification in 2007. We plan to continue to provide karashi-mentaiko safe-

(7) Merits of the ATP test

ly and securely by effectively utilizing the ATP test in the future.

It has been about ten years since we introduced the ATP test.
Since then, the most important point for us has been the quickness in which we know cleanliness of equipment on-site. Most
importantly, it is not knowing the results but rather having the
knowledge to quickly address the problem. The utilization of this
information significantly facilitates on-site hygiene instruction.
Moreover, an additional ATP test after rewashing also facilitates
understanding that proper washing can improve the cleanliness.
Second, the cleanliness is quantifiable. Third, anyone can easily perform the ATP test. Finally, although this is an indirect effect,
there is an increased awareness by all of the factory staff on the
importance of hygiene control. Currently, when new equipment
is brought into the manufacturing area, questions such as “Will
this be subject to the ATP test?” or “What about a benchmark value?” occurs spontaneously. This type of conversation by the staff
demonstrates in part the improvement of hygiene awareness.
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Because better detection
equals better protection.

Introducing the LuciPac A3 Sanitation System
The Kikkoman LuciPac A3 system is a new concept in sanitation and hygiene monitoring,
Technology has been proven to detect residues and microorganisms that others miss. Still
just as easy and fast to use, but with advanced chemistry for superior detection.
Find what you’ve been missing.

LuciPac

TM
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